
Taking Control of the Cloud
for Your Enterprise

Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to provide an outline of the cloud computing landscape and 
give Enterprises a practical solution for improving the security and business continuity 
of their current and future cloud service deployments. This paper is intended for Enter-
prise security architects and executives who need to rapidly understand the risks of 
moving parts or all of their business critical data, systems, and applications to external 
cloud providers.

First we will outline Intel’s defi nition of cloud services and identify the three prevalent 
cloud-oriented architectures seen in the Enterprise today. Next, we will identify specifi c 
security barriers to the deployment of cloud services within the Enterprise and outline 
how the use of a service gateway, in conjunction with existing identity management 
(IDM) and security event management (SIEM) systems can foster increased adoption 
of cloud services with greater security, control and greater business value for private 
cloud, hybrid cloud, and public cloud architectures.
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Cloud Services
As vendors begin to stake out their claims 
in the cloud computing space it becomes 
important to clarify key terminology in 
order reduce ambiguity. We rely on two 
categories of defi nition, the services 
themselves and the architecture in which 
the services reside.  

Cloud services are realized as three 
subcategories of service, software as 
a service (SaaS), platform as a Service 
(PaaS), and Infrastructure as a service 
(IaaS). SaaS is software deployed on 
a remotely hosted environment for 
supporting core business applications 
such as CRM, documents, “offi ce” type 
applications and email. PaaS includes 
platform offerings, such as web hosting 
and application hosting. PaaS offerings are 
typically one level lower than a fi nished 
application, such as Microsoft Windows 
Azure, Google App Engine and Amazon 
Web Services. As a side note, most XML 
web services fall into this middle-ground 
category and some have invented an 
additional category, called Software 
Infrastructure as a Service (SIaaS) to 
capture services distinct from a specifi c 
SaaS vendor, but to keep things simple 
we will think of these simply as smaller 
platforms and bundle them within the 
PaaS category. Finally, IaaS refers to 
infrastructure itself, in most cases bare 
servers or virtual machine environments 
with just the base operating system 
installed. From the business perspective, 
cloud services support service-based 
billing and simplifi ed payment (credit card 
or equivalent) with ubiquitous access over 
the Internet and specifi c, documented 
service-level agreements. Cloud services 
also have specifi c abstracted technical 
attributes, which include massive 
scalability, multi-tenant architecture, and 
elastic use of the underlying physical 
hardware resources.

We use the term cloud architecture to 
mean the three prevalent architectures 
involving cloud services: private cloud, 
public cloud, and hybrid cloud. A private 

cloud is defi ned as the use of cloud 
services within the perimeter of the 
Enterprise. This model is generally the 
starting point for many Enterprises 
as they try to reduce data center 
costs through the use of virtualized 
infrastructure. In this sense, the private 
cloud model is the safest model for an 
Enterprise to deploy as it does not incur 
the lack of control, security, reliability 
and ownership seen in the hybrid cloud 
or external public cloud architectures. On 
the fl ipside, the private cloud model also 
lacks the respective benefi ts such as the 
reduction in capital or operational costs. 

The next architecture, the hybrid cloud 
is the more common example of an 
Enterprise using an external cloud service 
in a targeted manner for a specifi c 
business need. This model is hybrid 
because core business services are left 
in the Enterprise perimeter and some 
set of cloud services are selectively used 
for achieving specifi c business goals. 
This usage can be understood as have 
two drivers: The fi rst driver typically 
called cloud bursting is the use of a 
cloud service for a short-lived project 
such as a rapid prototyping, ad hoc batch 
processing, demos and proof-of-concept 
work. A practical example of this would 
be the instantiation of an Amazon EC2 
cloud instances for handling additional 
peak traffi c during a busy season. The 
important point here is that this use 
of the public cloud is short-lived and 
relatively disconnected from the rest 
of the Enterprise. The second driver is 
the migration of important, but not core 
business critical services to the cloud. 
The typical example here is the use of 
a platform such as salesforce.com for 
customer relationship management. While 
we can all agree that CRM is important 
part of any business, it is a utility service 
and not a core competitive weapon for 
the business. In fact, the existence of 
these utility services on the cloud serves 
to bring all business to the same level, 
blunting the competitive edge. 
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The third architecture, called the public 
cloud can be understood with two 
variations, a strong assumption and weak 
assumption. The strong assumption is 
really a thought experiment that states 
the possibility of offl oading all Enterprise 
services to some external cloud provider 
and simultaneously reaping the time-to-
market, capital, and maintenance costs. 
This scenario would involve the total 
offl oading of all information systems 
to a set of trusted cloud providers. In 
contrast to the hybrid cloud defi nition 
previously given, the external public cloud 
architecture is saying that all information 

systems in the Enterprise, including 
supply-chain, business intelligence 
systems, CRM , order tracking, purchasing, 
billing and accounting can in principle 
be moved to the external cloud. While 
the thought experiment rings true 
understood through a technology lens, 
it is arguable whether or not a business 
can survive with all of its information 
systems living in the cloud – there may 
be competitive reasons why it needs 
direct ownership of core information 
systems and infrastructure. For example, 
it may need to make real-time changes 
to its information systems not possible 

Figure 1
Prevalent Cloud Architectures

A pure private cloud achieves some 
of the capital cost reduction and reuse 
benefi ts with none of the control, 
security, reliability or ownership risks.

A hybrid cloud begins to achieve improved time to market, provisioning, 
and lower capital costs. However,  business risk for security, reliability 
and ownership increases. Competitive risks are contained by keeping core 
business information systems on premise.

The external public cloud shown 
here achieves the greatest cost, time 
to market and maintenance benefi ts 
but incurs the security, reliability and 
competitive risks. Here we can see that 
the Enterprise Perimeter has shrunk 
down and no longer contains core 
business information systems.

if the same systems were split across 
a multitude of external providers. This 
leads to the weak assumption for the 
external public cloud which states that 
an Enterprise will offl oad all that it 
reasonably can to the cloud but maintain 
some business critical information 
systems on premise. This architecture 
can be thought of as a re-statement of 
the hybrid cloud, but with more services 
offl oaded to external providers. The 
Figure 1 shows a pictorial representation 
of the three types of cloud architectures:

Traditional “Static” Enterprise Perimeter

Dynamic “Fuzzy” Enterprise Perimeter
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the picture. Here extent of the perimeter 
is actually unknown, or very diffi cult to 
know as it cuts across the multi-tenant, 
shared architecture utilized by nearly all 
cloud service providers, whether they are 
software, infrastructure or platform. In 
the next section we will outline some of 
the business barriers related to this fuzzy 
perimeter than then defi ne our solution 
to reducing this risk through the use of a 
pervasive application level control agent 
or service gateway placed throughout this 
new evolving Enterprise boundary.

Barriers to the Cloud
It comes as no surprise that most 
businesses are reluctant to pervasively 
deploy cloud-based services for their 
core mission-critical applications. For 
years, businesses have strived to 
increase vertical backward1 integration 
of core business processes, data and 
supply-chains. In other words, businesses 
inherently gain more certainty, control 
and competitive advantage by directly 
owning the data critical to their supply-
chain. Undermining this control for cost 
savings and time-to-market advantages 
is a challenging cost-benefi t analysis. 
The wholesale adoption of cloud-based 
services may reduce resource costs for 
businesses, but cuts down operational 
effectiveness by bludgeoning control 
of business data and introducing new 
security, privacy, legal and in some cases, 
performance challenges. This being said, 
we cannot ignore the fact that signifi cant 
time to market advantages and capital 
cost savings can be achieved through the 
selective use of cloud-based services. 
To use a concrete PaaS type of example, 
all it takes is an IT person with a credit 
card to get a farm of servers up and 
running and available for use. The setup, 
physical datacenter costs, maintenance 
and patching for the servers are all rolled 
into the monthly bill. In this sense we can 
talk about businesses being conservative 

In Figure 1(a), the Enterprise is shown 
making its fi rst baby step towards 
cloud orientation by utilizing virtualized 
infrastructure to save capital costs and 
re-use hardware as needed. In Figure 
1(b) the Enterprise expands on this initial 
architecture by utilizing an external 
software platform (SaaS) for a well 
defi ned business need such as customer 
relationship management and augments 
its business critical information systems 
with additional platform services for 
increased scalability and storage. In this 
phase, cloud bursting may also occur 
where the Enterprise begins to utilize 
an infrastructure provider for short-
lived projects requiring a few isolated 
servers. This is represented in Figure 1(b) 
as the end user reaches out across the 
Enterprise perimeter to a SaaS vendor and 
IaaS provider and the line connecting the 
existing enterprise information systems 
to the PaaS cloud service provider, which 
could be thought of as a set of XML web 
services (SOAP or REST based) designed 
to support the core information systems. 
In Figure 1(c) we can see how the strong 
assumption for the public cloud plays 
out. Here the Enterprise perimeter has 
shrunk to near-zero and more SaaS and 
IaaS services are employed to fulfi ll all 
critical business needs. We may imagine 
that core business critical information 
systems include supply chain, enterprise 
resource planning, accounting, customer 
management, business intelligence 
and order management. These core 
information systems are not SaaS 
applications but really the same systems 
that were running on-premise but moved 
to the cloud infrastructure for cost and 
maintenance benefi ts. Here the traditional 
enterprise perimeter is gone, but has 
been replaced with a virtual enterprise 
perimeter, which is the fuzzy thread that 
loops throughout the architecture. The 
“fuzziness” of this new perimeter is where 
the increased business risk comes into 

with existing systems but aggressive 
in selecting cloud services that will 
provide some competitive cost and cycle 
advantages, either for partnership, new 
technology R&D or some new service their 
existing infrastructure cannot provide.

Security in the Cloud
Security risks are a concrete expression 
of the lack of control a business faces 
when considering moving critical 
business systems to the cloud. From the 
perspective of the enterprise, there are 
seven major risks to be considered. Of 
these seven, four can be easily controlled 
or mitigated by the Enterprise. The 
remaining three remain the responsibility 
of the cloud provider of which the 
Enterprise has little real control, other 
than voting with their wallet. It may 
be argued that the Enterprise should 
make “demands” of the cloud provider 
through the use of contracts or third 
party audits, but in reality the market 
will determine the amount of security 
provided to Enterprises by cloud service 
providers and the level of acceptable risk. 
It may turn out that the cheaper price of 
cloud computing comes with necessarily 
increased risk, which may be a self-limiting 
factor in itself to the pervasive use of 
cloud computing by Enterprises. We 
outline the top security risks as follows:

1. Insecure, Porous APIs: Most cloud 
services offer two categories of web-
accessible APIs: Those based on web 
services (called SOAP) and those 
based on pure HTTP (called REST). 
Increasingly, some cloud providers are 
offering only REST style APIs which 
lack robust “Enterprise class” message 
level security and authentication 
mechanisms. Some APIs, such as the 
Twitter API are purposely designed for 
rapid development and allow and even 
encourage the use of unprotected user 
credentials2  which are more susceptible 
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to man in the middle or replay attacks. 
While some providers, such as Amazon.
com offer strong authentication 
mechanisms, it’s not clear yet how well 
these APIs stand up to content-based 
threats such as code injection, denial 
of service attacks, script injection, or 
malicious XML content. Moreover, it’s 
also not clear how much trust should be 
placed in data received by the Enterprise 
from a cloud API for potential threats. A 
compromised cloud service API session 
may be a direct avenue for an attack. 
Internal information systems exposed 
to the cloud at the API layer offer a 
universal tunnel for a savvy attacker. 
Without explicit protection, cloud APIs 
essentially expose previously guarded 
Enterprise data across the Internet into 
the hands of a third party. Moreover, 
for IaaS sytems that expose XML based 
APIs for image management, these 
management APIs also require strong 
authentication and access control as 
an attacker may conveniently replace a 
trusted machine image with a rouge one.

2. Logical Multi-Tenancy: With shared 
cloud computing infrastructure, the 
division of Enterprise data is now 
logical rather than physical. This logical 
separation is typically achieved through 
the use of virtualized infrastructure 
which is a cheap and easy way to support 
a multi-tenant architecture at the cloud 
service provider. The perceived risk in 
this scenario is for an attacker to subvert 
the logical division provided by the 
guest virtual machine and gain access 
to the data of another tenant. A number 
of attacks on virtual machines, from 
detecting the presence of a hypervisor 
to running arbitrary code on the host 
have been documented3. These attacks 
highlight the uncertain security of multi-
tenant, shared environments for critical 
Enterprise data. An Enterprise horror-
story would be an attacker signing 

up for a “free” account at the cloud 
service provider, detect the presence 
of a virtual machine and “escape out” 
of the VM instance to access the 
physical server operating system and 
potentially gain access to the Enterprise 
data. Technology such as Intel® Trusted 
Execution Technology (TXT) are available 
that can mitigate this type of attack, 
but responsibility for implementation 
ultimately still lies with the cloud service 
provider. 

3. Data Protection and Confidentiality: 
Data stored, processed or indexed in 
a remote cloud service defines the 
extent of the new perimeter for the 
Enterprise. This new “fuzzy” boundary 
changes and moves with the data itself, 
not the traditional firewall. A necessary 
complication here is that for data to be 
used effectively by cloud services it 
must remain unencrypted or else SaaS 
providers will have a hard time indexing 
it for any function that relies on search. 
Common examples include spell-checking 
in a Google document or looking up sales 
leads in a CRM application. The Enterprise 
may have to give up encryption and data 
privacy requirements for some of its data 
but should also recognize the option of 
applying selective field or message level 
protection mechanisms for data before 
it reaches the cloud. A practical example 
of this is protecting employee or critical 
customer information on messages 
before the data is released to the cloud. 
This is one aspect of data protection that 
an Enterprise can control on data before 
it reaches the cloud service provider. 

4. Data Loss and Reliability: When 
critical business data is moved to a 
cloud service, there is some inherent 
risk of data loss. Even if cloud service 
vendors offer multiple back-ups and 
data redundancy, there is no perfect 
way to protect against the failure of 

physical media and disasters are apt to 
strike at just the wrong time. To take 
an example, services such as Amazon’s 
storage service offer “credits” in the face 
of data unavailability4  within a given 
month. This SLA may be too weak a 
proposition for business critical data and 
Enterprises may need more protection 
to manage this risk. Data loss and 
unavailability at precisely the wrong time 
may completely cripple an Enterprise. 
It may be argued that this is a false risk 
because the Enterprise has a similar risk 
of catastrophic data loss inside its own 
datacenter and simply moving the data 
to the cloud doesn’t change the equation. 
This claim ignores the fact that the cloud 
service provider is offering the same 
product at a much cheaper price and 
the reliability that the Enterprise has 
built around its data may simply not be 
present with the cloud service provider. 
It should be noted that this risk may turn 
out to be a red herring. The convenience 
and cost savings of the cloud service and 
record of actual failures may reduce this 
potential risk to near-zero, but it is too 
early to tell. 

5. Audit and Monitoring: The first step 
in managing the security of any system 
to know when specific risky events 
occur. If an Enterprise decides that cloud 
services provide value to the Enterprise 
but wants to audit when these services 
are accessed to evaluate risk, it needs 
a way to know when data flows to and 
from the cloud. Enterprises need to 
know who is making the service request, 
when the request is happening, how 
much data is sent or received and how 
the data is used. Given the convenience 
and ease with which cloud service 
providers can be accessed the biggest 
risk to an Enterprise concerns the use 
of unmanaged “rogue” cloud services or 
projects that go unnoticed or unmanaged 
by the Enterprise CSO. 
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6. Cloud Provider Insider Threats: 
A potential problem or weak spot 
with cloud services is the mismatch 
between the security requirements 
inside the Enterprise as compared 
to those employed by the cloud 
service provider. To take an example, 
many large Enterprises make special 
efforts to secure “endpoint” data 
on IT-issues laptops with two-factor 
authentication technology, forced 
password rotation and fully encrypted 
hard-disk drives. Moreover, data 
is often segmented with access 
controls that distinguish between full 
employees and contractors, especially 
in large companies with diverse 
geographies. In most cases these 
controls increase the security of the 
Enterprise data. It should be noted 
that has taken Enterprises many 
years to reach this level of increased 
protection. Once the data is moved 
from protected assets to the cloud, 
however, an instant “weak spot” is 
created. Security breaches are often 
breaches of the weakest link, and 
a determined attacker motivated 
either by financial gain or industrial 
espionage will likely find it easier to 
execute an insider threat from the 
cloud service provider to gain access 
to the Enterprise data rather than try 

to execute a brute force attack on an 
encrypted hard disk. It should be noted 
that this is not the same as “hacking 
into Amazon’s API” or “hacking Google 
documents.” Sophisticated attackers use 
social engineering techniques and insider 
connections to find the weakest link. A 
motivated attacker may even take a low-
level job at the cloud provider itself if it 
provides an easier path to the Enterprise 
data.

7. Account Hacking, Tiered Access 
Control and Authorization: While 
hacking an account through a stolen 
password or compromised credential 
is nothing new, Enterprises to date 
have done a decent job of segmenting 
credentials and access control 
throughout their infrastructure. This 
is actually a property or benefit of the 
somewhat localized security inherent 
in individual operating systems and 
the uses of role based (RBAC) and 
attribute based access control (ABAC) 
within the Enterprise. In other words, 
if an attacker gains root access to a 
networked system or database they 
may have access to other assets, but 
the breach of a single system is more 
often than not directly localized to the 
breached system. Further, breaches 
of a single account are self-limiting by 
the role or attributes associated with 

that account in the Enterprise LDAP 
system. It is true that sophisticated 
attackers can use information from any 
compromised system as a stepping stone 
for more sophisticated attacks, but more 
work is required by the attacker unless 
they are extremely lucky in breaching 
the exact system they need. If we 
contrast this to cloud service providers, 
a few such as Salesforce.com have 
rudimentary segmented access control 
and privileges5, but for the majority of 
these a breach of one account may grant 
the keys to the entire castle. In fact, 
the pay-off for an attacker who knows 
that he must hack just one account to 
gain access to all of the Enterprises 
resources may seek to employ cheap, 
readily available cloud computing 
resources for brute force attacks on 
passwords and cryptographic keys. 
Moreover, fine-grained authorization of 
Enterprise resources is a problem just 
now being solved inside the Enterprise 
and it will be some time before cloud 
providers reach the same sophistication 
of locking down the use of individual data 
elements, fields, URIs, resources or API 
calls to individuals with a specific role or 
specific attributes. Account hacking from 
an Enterprise insider also needs to be 
considered. Once the Enterprise moves 
to cloud computing traditional insider 

Table 1: Cloud Security Risks

RISK THREAT MITIGATING PARTY

Insecure, Porous APIs Man in the middle, content threats, code injection, DoS attacks Enterprise and Cloud Provider

Logical Multi-Tenancy Virtual machine attacks, malicious code execution, comingled 
tenant data

Cloud Provider

Data Protection and Confidentiality Reduced confidentiality and privacy for private data stored in 
the clear at the cloud provider

Enterprise and Cloud Provider

Data Loss and Reliability Unavailability or permanent loss of critical Enterprise data Cloud Provider

Audit and Monitoring Increased risk due to rogue uses of cloud services within the 
Enterprise

Enterprise

Cloud Provider Insider Threats Mismatched security practices at the cloud service provider 
creates a weak link for a determined attacker

Cloud Provider

Account Hacking, Access Control, and Authorization Coarse account access control at the cloud provider increases 
the value of a stolen account

Enterprise and Cloud Provider
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attacks can be more costly because 
the Enterprise must rely on the cloud 
provider to help prevent the insider 
breach. In short, not only are the keys 
to the castle held in the cloud, but the 
Enterprise has to protect its traditional 
assets and now cloud assets from insider 
attacks.

The previous seven risks can be 
summarized in the following table. Here 
we list the risks, a description of the 
threat and which party (Enterprise or 
Cloud Provider) is on the hook for reducing 
the threat.

Ultimately, shoring up security risks is the 
job of both the Enterprise and the cloud 
providers. Short of a boycott, however, 
Enterprises have little real control over 
how security is implemented on the 
provider side. Cloud providers have yet 
to segment their offerings to provide 
increased levels of security targeted for 
Enterprise requirements such as higher 
levels of risk protection, integration with 
Enterprise identity systems, guarantees 
around multi-tenancy platform sharing (or 
isolation) and integration with monitoring, 
alerting and security event management 
systems. Instead, providers appear to 

be implementing minimum levels of 
security for their perceived target market. 
Whether this minimum security will 
rise as the industry matures is an open 
question, but for Enterprises that need 
to reduce risk while cautiously adopting 
cloud services we advocate the use of a 
high performance edge-oriented service 
gateway for those categories of risk that 
the Enterprise can control. This provides 
the necessary balance between the cost 
savings promised by cloud computing and 
the management of tangible risks that are 
under the Enterprise control. The next 
section outlines the concept of a service 
gateway and how it can reduce risk in 
four areas: (a) API protection and strong 
authentication, (b) Data protection and 
leakage, (c) Auditing and Monitoring, (d) 
Access Control and Authorization.

The Service Gateway as a
Control Agent 
A service gateway is a new class of 
platform6 designed for massive scalability 
and control for mediating service 
interactions from the Enterprise to the 
cloud. As a control agent, the gateway 
sits at the edge of the physical network 
and provides runtime enforcement of 

Figure 2 
A Service Gateway at the Enterprise Perimeter

security policies, threat prevention, 
quality of service enforcement, and the 
mediation of identities and credentials 
for cloud services. The service gateway 
is also able to enforce persistent security 
properties on Enterprise data. This is an 
important point and refers to message 
level data protection such as encryption 
and digital signature operations. This 
capability extends the perimeter of the 
Enterprise directly into the cloud provider 
itself by protecting the data even while 
it is outside of Enterprise control. The 
service gateway also has additional 
properties such as compatibility with 
any Enterprise and cloud service, is itself 
scalable through virtualization in the 
private cloud, and the capability to run 
on low cost, commodity server hardware 
already deployed throughout the 
Enterprise. Moreover, the service gateway 
must help preserve and leverage existing 
Enterprise IT investments from major ISV 
vendors and must also provide integration 
and compatibility with existing software 
investments such as identity management 
and access control systems. Figure 2 
depicts the service gateway deployed at 
the traditional Enterprise perimeter.
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In the previous Figure the service 
gateway has an outward defensive 
posture towards the cloud and improves 
security around the four areas of cloud 
security under the Enterprise control. 
The service gateway connects to 
existing information systems, identity 
management systems, and security 
monitoring systems and may also broker 
interactions directly from the end-user 
via a browser. It is also important that the 
service gateway be scalable in software 
with no dependencies on specialized XML 
processing hardware or custom ASIC. 
Otherwise, the cost, development, and 
scalability benefi ts of virtualized control 
points will be lost as specialized hardware 
cannot be effectively virtualized across 
general purpose hardware

In this model, the service gateway is 
an edge-oriented policy enforcement 
point (PEP). It enforces security, threat, 
authentication, and authorization policies 
that are typically set and controlled in the 
identity management policy decision point 
(PDP). The split between PEP and PDP 
allows the Enterprise to control policies 
locally but have these policies enforced at 
the network edge, as traffi c fl ows in and 
out of the organization. Also shown in this 
picture is the identity management PDP 
communicating with existing enterprise 
information systems, which may include 
directories, middleware, databases or 
other applications. In this communication, 
the PDP is using additional context, such 
as resources and attributes to make 
policy decisions that are enforced at 
the external control point. With respect 
to event monitoring, the application 
level security gateway can send logs 
and events to a security information 

management product which can aid in 
correlation and search for security and 
compliance as data moves from the 
Enterprise to the cloud.

API Protection and Strong 
Authentication

For API protection the service gateway 
acts as a secure proxy for all application 
level interactions with the cloud service 
provider, performing content scanning, 
attack protection and mitigating denial of 
service attacks. For strong authentication, 
while the gateway cannot invent strong 
authentication requirements at the cloud 
provider when they don’t exist, it can 
enforce strong authentication of the 
cloud service when available. This enables 
the Enterprise to know who it is talking 
to as well as enable increase capability 
of internal systems to call cloud services 
securely through the use of pre-built cloud 
connectors on the service gateway, saving 
development and testing costs inside the 
Enterprise itself. 

Message Level Protection and 
Confidentiality

For data protection at the message level, 
a key attribute of the service gateway 
is to extend data protection into the 
cloud to increase control and compliance. 
This can be done by selective fi eld level 
data protection on sensitive data done 
transparently by the service gateway 
before the messages reach the cloud. 
This type of data protection, when 
done properly, also aids in supporting 
compliance for standards such as PCI 
DSS that require encryption of specifi c 
pieces of information such as credit card 
numbers, names and customer addresses. 

Auditing and Monitoring

For audit and monitoring, the service 
gateway is the single point control for 
data entering or leaving the Enterprise 
and given the full application level proxy 
capabilities of this control point, it can 
audit and log every interaction. Moreover, 
when responding to threatening events 
such as authentication failures, content 
threats and excessive traffi c it can feed 
this information into Enterprise security 
information management (SIEM) systems 
to help build a comprehensive security 
event dashboard for the Enterprise. A 
SIEM system working in concert with 
the service gateway can alert a security 
administrator of a chain of events that 
involve the misuse of cloud computing 
resources such as an insider attack. For 
example, a SIEM system can generate a 
predictive alert based on an Enterprise 
user downloading a “password” fi le 
internally fi rst and then subsequently 
logging in to a cloud service and uploading 
the fi le to an infrastructure (IaaS) service, 
which could signal the use of cheap 
cloud computing resources for a brute 
force attack on the stolen password fi le. 
Service gateways are unique in their 
ability to capture not just network level 
events, but the full application level 
traffi c, which can reveal details such as 
message-level method calls, parameters, 
request sizes, content-types, identity 
tokens and message rate, all of which 
can be expressed in log fi les that can 
be effectively captured and searched 
by Enterprise SIEM systems to build a 
cloud security dashboard that reveals 
a signifi cant amount of forensic data 
regarding the usage of cloud services in 
the Enterprise.
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Access Control and Authorization

For user authentication and authorization, 
Enterprises have invested heavily in Web 
access management, identity federation 
and identity management systems and 
are just now beginning to layer fi ne-
grained authorization capabilities into 
their architecture. Enterprise Web access 
management systems are a key system 
for managing and enforcing security 
policies, and are generally called a PDP, or 
policy decision point. From the perspective 
of the identity and access management 
system, it is the single source of managed 
security policy for authentication and 
authorization. The PDP extends its reach 
into the applications and infrastructure 
with policy enforcement points (PEPs) that 
are either embedded in the application 
container or act as security proxies, such 
as security gateways, that can parse and 
inspect the full application payload and 
stop traffi c to request decisions from the 
PDP. This model allows centralized control 
of policies and along with distributed 
enforcement through PEPs throughout 
the internal enterprise architecture and 
the enterprise edge.

A typical use case that combines the 
capabilities of the enforcement point and 
decision point is a web services-based 
transaction bearing identity credentials 
within the XML message. In this case, 
the cloud service and the enterprise are 
passing XML documents back and forth 
and the service gateway is intercepting 
inbound traffi c, performing content 
attack prevention, throttling, denial of 
service enforcement and then extracting 
the identity and credentials and passing 
this to the internal identity and access 
management system for an access 
policy decision.

A second usage model involves a control 
point for identity federation (federated 
SSO) between internal identity systems 
and cloud-based SaaS applications. To 
date, cloud service providers each handle 
identities in their own way, but many 
such as Google and Salesforce.com offer 
federation through technologies such as 
SAML and OAuth. The enterprise challenge 
then becomes how to broker existing 
enterprise identities and sessions, which 
are often stored in LDAP or databases 
or accessed through deployed identity 
systems, to the cloud, without a “forklift” 
style upgrade. 

A concrete example of this would be an 
Enterprise user attempting to access 
a cloud-based SaaS application. In this 
case, the user who is already logged in to 
the Enterprise network needs to be able 
to seamlessly access the SaaS service 
without a second login and without the 
SaaS service needing critical Enterprise 
employee data.

We can also consider the case of 
authorization as an additional check on 
top of federated single sign-on. It has 
already been noted that cloud providers 
currently offer very coarse levels of 
access control and are opaque to existing 
fi ne-grained authorization logic deployed 
inside the Enterprise. The introduction of 
cloud services in the Enterprise without 
an enforcement point simply offers users 
a way around fi ne grained authorization 
controls already in place. Even worse, 
Enterprises may have spent time and 
money getting fi ne-grained authorization 
controls implemented and then face 
additional diffi culties in scaling these 
controls to cloud services. It may make 
sense for an identity management system 
or security gateway to help bridge this 

DESIRED MODEL: 

Centralized control of policies  
through a PDP with distributed 
enforcement through PEPs 
across internal architecture and 
Enterprise edge.

gap. In other words, before requests for 
cloud services leave the Enterprise they 
can be identifi ed as targeting specifi c 
resources with well defi ned actions, all at 
the message level. These resources and 
appropriate actions can then be checked 
against the subjects and attributes 
provisioned in existing authorization 
system deployed in the Enterprise. 
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Securing the Cloud with
Intel® SOA Expressway
Intel SOA Expressway is Intel’s cloud 
security gateway that helps Enterprises 
regain control, increase the security of 
their dynamic perimeter and reduce risk 
in the four previously mentioned areas: 
API protection and strong authentication, 
data protection and leakage prevention, 
audit and monitoring, and access control 
and authorization. Intel® SOA Expressway 
is available as a software solution 
or hardware appliance and provides 
secure cloud access, runtime security 
policy enforcement, threat prevention, 
integration with existing identity 
management and security monitoring 
products as well as massive scalability 
based on machine language processing 
of XML. It runs on standard Intel® Multi-
Core server hardware and can be scaled 
through virtualization.

In this section, we outline three 
practical usage models for deploying 
SOA Expressway, each corresponding 
to the current levels of Enterprise cloud 
adoption: private, hybrid and public.

Private Cloud

Enterprises at the early stages of cloud 
adoption are deploying private clouds and 
internal cloudlets, which can be thought of 
as local access points and logical divisions 
of their own larger cloud infrastructure. 
Private clouds are characterized by 
scalability through virtualization but the 
actual physical infrastructure is kept 
local to the Enterprise. As mentioned 
earlier, this provides scalability and 
capital cost reduction but does not incur 
lack of control. In this architecture, Intel 
SOA Expressway can be used to create 
an internal virtual application perimeter 
from the existing Enterprise information 
systems to the Enterprises’ own internal 
cloud. This type of architecture also 
works as a precursor and testing ground 
for a hybrid cloud deployment when the 
actual physical resources live off-site 
to the Enterprise. In this environment, 
SOA Expressway can be used to 
enforce attribute based access control, 
authentication and data protection 
policies required for PCI DSS and other 
compliance standards. The above Figure 

shows Intel® SOA Expressway deployed in 
a private cloud environment.

In the previous Figure, SOA Expressway 
is shown deployed primarily as an internal 
application perimeter on virtualized server 
hardware. Here, the service gateway 
is enabling data protection, strong 
authentication, auditing and monitoring 
and runtime policy enforcement from 
existing Enterprise information systems 
to their own private cloud. Intel® SOA 
Expressway is also shown deployed 
at the edge of the private cloudlet for 
edge security. It can be expected that 
Enterprises will want to eventually 
enable access to data stored in their 
private cloudlets to business partners or 
consumers, which can be done through 
a secure control point such as Intel® SOA 
Expressway. One strategy Enterprises can 
use is to always start with a control point 
for pilot projects involving cloud services. 
Then, if the pilot is successful, moving 
from testing to production becomes easier 
as the control point has been designed in 
from the start.

Figure 3
Intel® SOA Expressway 
in the Private Cloud 
Environment
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Figure 4
Intel® SOA 

Expressway in 
the Hybrid Cloud 

Environment

Hybrid Cloud

Enterprises using a hybrid cloud model 
have begun to offl oad parts of their 
applications and infrastructure to the 
cloud. Without a control point between 
the cloud and their remaining on-premise 
applications, these organizations will 
likely have gaps between security 
policies, identity islands, and their audit 
and monitoring systems. This problem 
becomes more acute if different parts of 
the Enterprise engage in ad hoc external 
cloud projects without the use of a service 
gateway as a control point. The above 
Figure shows Intel® SOA Expressway 
deployed in a hybrid cloud environment, 
mediating between two different cloud 
service providers.

In the previous fi gure, Intel® SOA 
Expressway is shown mediating 
interactions between internal Enterprise 
systems and three types of cloud 
service providers. In this scenario 
the functionality provided by Intel® 
SOA Expressway will depend on the 
nature of the cloud provider. For SaaS 

providers, SOA Expressway is acting 
as an identity on-ramp and identity 
mediator by leveraging local identity 
management systems, authentication 
data, user databases and authorization 
systems and then federating these 
identities to the SaaS provider for 
seamless access to SaaS applications. 
Simultaneously, it is also providing audit 
and log information to the Enterprise 
SIEM system to aid in the correlation of 
security events and compliance. For PaaS 
providers, such as Amazon web services 
or similar platform level services where 
data is sent and received directly into 
Enterprise middleware or information 
systems, SOA Expressway is providing 
API protection and strong authentication 
and performing threat defense with 
an outward defense posture, including 
denial of service protection and content 
fi ltering from these external services, 
ensuring that malicious content does not 
slip through into critical systems. Similar 
to the SaaS example, SOA Expressway is 
also providing security logs and alerts to 
the internal SIEM system and performing 

runtime governance controls for message 
rate and concurrent transactions, which 
allows the Enterprise to track and audit 
the usage of platform services. Finally, for 
the case of infrastructure services, we 
can imagine an Enterprise who is running 
presentation tier infrastructure on an 
off-premise web hosting environment that 
then requires secure access into the heart 
of the Enterprise data, such as customer 
analytics or data warehouse systems. In 
this case, external users will be access the 
web through an off-premise web service 
that then generates cloud-based service 
requests for data within the Enterprise. In 
this case, Intel® SOA Expressway is acting 
as a control point and mediation engine for 
the gathering of internal data and sending 
this information to the IaaS platform 
in a format suitable for presentation. 
Similar to the other cases, Expressway 
is logging and auditing critical messages 
for compliance and security analysis and 
mediating credentials from the external 
user base to internal identities through 
the existing identity management system 
deployed in the Enterprise.
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Public Cloud

Pure public cloud architectures 
represent the theoretical end-game 
for the Enterprise. In theory, the entire 
infrastructure becomes outsourced and 
the Enterprise focuses purely on their 
own product or service without the 
additional overhead of IT capital costs, 
system administration and maintenance. In 
the initial section we called this the strong 
assumption for the public cloud. Unless 
an Enterprise is starting from scratch, it 
seems unlikely that the strong assumption 
will ever be completely achieved. In these 
cases where the Enterprise is betting 
big on the public cloud, SOA Expressway 
can be used to secure and audit the 
application infrastructure using a public 
cloud model. The following Figure shows 
Intel® SOA Expressway deployed in a 
public cloud environment.

In the previous diagram, the Enterprise is 
hosting its identity management system, 
data store, and security information 
monitoring system in the cloud. It is 
also relying on a platform provider 
(PaaS provider) to host any custom built 
applications it needs to make its business 
run. For packaged applications such as 
customer relationship management, 
accounting, offi ce applications and email, 
we might imagine that the organization 
has decided to use standard, ubiquitous 
SaaS offerings from top vendors. In 
this scenario the traditional Enterprise 
perimeter has mostly disappeared and has 
been replaced with either end users, who 
log-in to the various SaaS application to do 
their jobs or administrators, who monitor 
the information state of this new hosted 
Enterprise. The role of the control point 
in this architecture is to secure and audit 
transactional data and ensure compliance, 
especially for data sent to and received 

by the custom hosted applications. It also 
acts as a user level control point for the 
various SaaS applications. It is important 
to remember that the service gateway 
is a full proxy for the entirety of the 
application content. This means that in 
principle it can provide extended data 
protection and audit capabilities for each 
interaction through the gateway. Without 
a control point, the Enterprise users would 
be making distinct sessions with each of 
the SaaS providers without any form of 
coordinated central control or knowledge, 
and data from the custom hosted 
application at the PaaS provider would 
fl ow directly into the hosted database and 
identity system. This type of uncontrolled 
spaghetti fl ow of data is very diffi cult 
to audit and secure and any security 
compromise at the PaaS vendor, such 
as malicious code injection, could pose a 
serious risk to an Enterprise looking to 
adopt a pure public cloud environment.

Figure 5
Intel® SOA Expressway in the 

Public Cloud Environment
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About Intel® Trusted 
Execution Technology

Intel® Trusted Execution Technology† 
(Intel® TXT), formally codenamed 
LaGrande, is a highly versatile set of 
hardware extensions to Intel® processors 
and chipsets that, with appropriate 
software, enhance the platform security 
capabilities. Trusted Execution

Technology will provide a hardware-
based security foundation that will 
help enable greater levels of protection 
for information stored, processed and 
exchanged on cloud service infrastructure. 
For the cloud service platforms, Intel 
Trusted Execution Technology creates 
a new value category in addition to 
traditional performance improvements.

Figure 6
Partner Ecosystem

Intel® TXT provides a hardware root 
of trust that can reduce the risk of 
virtual machine attacks through four 
mechanisms: attestation, protected 
execution, protected launch and protected 
graphics. The fi rst mechanism makes 
it possible for a customer of a cloud 
service to know whether their specifi c 
environment is enabled for protection, 
so it serves as an audit function tied to 
a hardware root of trust. The second 
mechanism, protected execution, provides 
applications with the ability to execute 
in isolated protected environments such 
that no other unauthorized software on 
the platform can observe or compromise 
the information processed by that 
application, which may mitigate the risk of 
a virtual machine based attack. The third 

mechanism, protected graphics provides a 
way to enable applications running within 
the protected execution environment to 
send display information to the graphics 
frame buffer without being observed or 
compromised by any other unauthorized 
software running on the platform, 
which has been a key component in 
some of the published attacks on virtual 
machines. Finally, Intel® TXT also offers 
a protected launch mechanism which 
allows an Enterprise user to verify that 
the specifi c physical machine being in the 
cloud is running the expected operating 
system. This has benefi ts in that it gives 
the Enterprise visibility into the specifi c 
hardware and also may help Enterprises 
understand which other tenants share the 
same physical machine.
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For more product information:
http://www.intel.com/software/soae

For more comparison information and 
to register for Webinars:

www.comparedatapower.com

Contact us by phone
Americas 1-630-627-3370
UK and Ireland: 44 (0)7919 303 236
All other Geographies: 1-905-681-8768

Contact us by email
E-mail: intelsoainfo@intel.com

About CA Inc.

CA (NASDAQ: CA), the world’s leading 
independent IT management software 
company, helps customers optimize IT for 
better business results. CA’s Enterprise 
IT Management solutions for mainframe 
and distributed computing enable Lean 
IT—empowering organizations to more 
effectively govern, manage and secure 
their IT operations. For more information, 
visit www.ca.com.

About Intel® SOA Expressway

SOA Expressway is a soft-appliance 
deployed to address common XML and 
SOA problem areas such as acceleration, 
security, service mediation and service 
governance. SOA Expressway is available 
for any organization deploying services 
(SOA) or looking to reduce security 
risks for access to cloud services. It is 
“ecosystem neutral” and integrates with 
existing identity management, middleware 
and security monitoring investments. 
SOA Expressway is available for standard 
operating systems such as Windows and 
Linux and requires no special custom 
hardware other than standard OEM 
servers. 

1Vertical backward integration is the term used to describe a level of increased control a business has over its supply chain and business critical information. It is believed that businesses can compete more effectively with higher levels of back-
ward integration;  on the contrary,  cloud services offer cost and cycle savings but reduce backward integration.

2To increase adoption of its API Twitter purposely uses HTTP Basic Authentication as its lowest common denominator.  They note that the use of a weaker authentication mechanism is “part of the success of the API” - http://apiwiki.twitter.com/
Authentication

3Attacks on Virtual Machine Emulators: http://www.symantec.com/avcenter/reference/Virtual_Machine_Threats.pdf
4Amazon’s storage service (S3) service-level agreement (SLA): http://aws.amazon.com/s3-sla/
5Salesforce.com uses the concept of an administrator account that can then be used to create subordinate accounts, called standard platform users with somewhat reduced privileges. A breach of a standard account is ostensibly less dangerous 

than a compromised administrator account..
6Platform here means an optimal combination of software and hardware
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